
DISCO for Oil & Gas Corporations
Do more with less while re-empowering your legal team

What if you could reduce the time it took to review documents by 
almost 25% while gaining a better user experience and predict-
able pricing — simply by making one technology choice? 

The oil and gas industry is laden with litigation and regulatory 
risks from contract battles, royalty disputes, due diligence in a 
merger or acquisition, or international arbitration. Establishing 
predictable costs and choosing the right technology could mean 
the difference between an extended, expensive slog through 
ediscovery and streamlined workflows that get you to your goals 
faster and efficiently.

Traditionally, managing data in oil & gas disputes required the 
use of tools with limitations on usability, supported file types, 
and scalability — not to mention the unrealistic budgets, bloated 
ediscovery bills, lack of visibility into outside counsel work 
product, and inadequate use of your company’s institutional 
knowledge. Unnecessarily complicated workflows, tedious 
manual processes to collaborate, and unpredictable — and 
often unacceptably high — costs pile on to make managing 
ediscovery one of the most expensive and inefficient parts of 
the litigation process.

Whether you’re looking to manage and oversee outside coun-
sel or enable efficient insourcing of projects, DISCO’s powerful 
search technology, built-in analytics, artificial intelligence, and 
intuitive user interface empower legal teams to be more efficient 
and cost certain in their ediscovery efforts. DISCO ensures your 
attorneys can quickly get to the important work of finding and 
using evidence to support your case by providing unmatched 
search speeds, built-in AI and document analytics, robust custom 
permissioning, seamless tools to coordinate with experts, and 
global support. Additionally, teams can create better, more 
accurate budgets with a pricing model that is 100% cost-certain.
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Do more with less
Increase efficiency and multiply the capacity of 
your team or outside counsel by taking advantage 
of DISCO’s speed, performance, and artificial intel-
ligence. Utilizing DISCO superior design, sub-sec-
ond search capability, and built-in workflows you 
can obtain:

 ■ 23% improvement in review throughput

 ■ 30% savings in review time utilizing our AI tools, and 

 ■ 260% increase in overall user satisfaction rates 
compared to legacy solutions. 

DISCO enables attorneys to get to their key docu-
ments faster with 1 / 10-second search speeds, 
⅓-second document load time, and 99.9%1 uptime 
even across large datasets and complicated 
file types.

Reduce document review work-
load
The DISCO analytics suite gives lawyers and legal 
teams the tools to quickly and easily make sense 
of large volumes of data, find critical documents, 
and eliminate irrelevant documents from review. 
Our best-in-class AI and similar docs feature simplify 
decision-making about similar documents and 
reduce the number of partially duplicative docu-
ments requiring review. 

Managed review on time, on 
budget — guaranteed 
Common types of oil & gas litigation (merger & 
acquisitions, DOJ investigations, antitrust cases, 
and more) often mean tight deadlines and head-
aches for oil & gas attorneys. DISCO Review service 
leverages DISCO’s AI and powerful ediscovery plat-
form to provide reviews run by industry veterans 
with dozens of years running high-stakes, complex 
managed reviews. This combination of DISCO’s AI 
workflows and experienced teams of reviewers 
enables us to complete reviews 60% faster than 
the industry average with improved accuracy. We 
guarantee your review will be completed on budget 
and on time with superior results.
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Coordinate seamlessly with 
outside counsel and experts
DISCO’s customized roles and robust permissions 
allow you to grant access to your DISCO review 
database while exercising strict control over what 
documents and work product each user can 
see, and what actions they can take with respect 
to the documents they review. For example, you 
can collaborate in real time with outside counsel, 
enabling the use of your institutional knowledge 
more easily and increasing visibility into discovery 
strategy. Alternatively, make expert reviews more 
efficient and cost-effective by granting them access 
to your database without worrying about overexpos-
ing work product. 

Cost savings & predictability
Want to accurately set your ediscovery budget for 
the year? One of DISCO’s core principles is that 
pricing should be predictable and transparent. We 
only charge a single fee for using DISCO Ediscovery, 
without any one-off line item costs for processing, 
indexing, user licenses, productions images, etc. 
With transactional or subscription offerings, DISCO 
provides legal departments better control over their 
ediscovery spend and provides the ability to accu-
rately predict monthly costs for hosting.


